Reading Sharing – library board
Lucy and Andy Neanderthal
Book 1
Lucy and Andy Neanderthal

Lucy and Andy are a sister and brother who get into trouble
much like any sister and brother. Only difference? Lucy and
Andy live in the Stone Age! Discover their laugh-out-loud
adventures as the Paleo pair take on a wandering baby sibling,
bossy teens, cave paintings, and a mammoth hunt. But what will
happen when they encounter a group of humans?
This book includes extra information about Neanderthal life
that’s sure to appeal to future paleontologists and science phobes
alike!

Book 2
Lucy and Andy Neanderthal:
The Stone Cold Age

“Jeffrey Brown is brilliant at creating characters you instantly
adore. In Lucy & Andy Neanderthal, he tricks you into learning
while making you feel like part of a delightful cave-dwelling
family.” —Brian Anderson, creator of Dog eat Doug, and
author of “Monster Chefs”
Every day is a snowy day for Lucy & Andy! But life in the Ice
Age isn’t all fun and games. These Neanderthal siblings are back
to their paleo pranks, and they have to put up with more than just
each other–the cave is feeling awfully cramped since the humans
moved in. It’s the Ice Age, and legroom comes at a real
premium!
Throughout the book, Jeffrey Brown skillfully blends humor and
history with paleontologist sections: Timeline of Key
Discoveries, Ice Age Fact vs. Fiction, Silly Cavemen Myths, and
more.

Book 3
Lucy and Andy Neanderthal:
Bad to the bones

Lucy and Andy have some extra space in the cave now as the
humans have moved out. But they do miss hanging with Sasha
and Tommy. Luckily, their new friends live right around the ice
block, close enough to form an explorers’ club! These
adventurers are on the hunt. Here comes their first big discovery
– Dinosaur bones!
Jeffrey Brown blends facts with funny jokes in this graphic
novel series, including theories about how Neanderthals went
extinct; a timeline covering the history of Earth, dinosaurs,
Neanderthals, and present day; museums, caves, and
paleontologists of note; and Neanderthal Fact.

Book 1:
The Art of Racing in the Rain by
Garth Stein

This is a heart-breaking yet inspiring story of loyalty, love and
hope in Denny’s life, which is narrated by his dog, Enzo, in
retrospect. Through the eyes of Enzo, we witness happiness and
tragedy, setbacks and triumph, and birth and death of one’s life.
The story begins with the very old Enzo reminiscing about the
ups and downs in his life with Denny, a promising racecar
driver. Soon after getting Enzo, Denny got married with Eve,
giving birth to a child, Zoë. Denny became more engrossed with
his racing career and his family life, leaving Enzo in constant
loneliness. Being a self-proclaimed philosopher with a nearly
human soul, Enzo occupied himself by spending an inordinate
amount of time making doggish observations and educating
himself through watching TV. As time passed by, Enzo started
to adore his time with Zoë and Eve.
Yet, life is not always smooth sailing. With Eve being diagnosed
with terminal illness, a succession of setbacks kicked in. Denny
needed to fight over the custody of Zoë with Eve’s parents.
Denny even faced charges of sexual assault. Being a steadfast
friend of Denny, how did Enzo support Denny throughout the
setbacks? When the grim reaper came for Enzo, what did Denny
do to share the last moment of Enzo’s life?

Book 2:
Sink or swim by Steve Watkins

Being inspired by the real-life experience of a 12-year-old
Calvin Graham, Watkins wrote this engrossing and authentic
war story. This novel depicts how a 12-year-old boy, Colton,
took his elder brother’s enlistment paper and identity as a navy
soldier and fought in the Battle of Atlantic.
Being seriously injured in a boating tragedy, Danny, Colton’s
elder brother, could not serve the navy force. Taking Danny’s
identity, Colton joined the navy and survived through savage
trials of boot camps. He was then assigned on a patrol craft, in
which he could finally take up the chance and avenged his
brother. Within one of the mission, his patrol craft was attacked
with a torpedo, resulting in the deaths of half of the crew and
Colton’s leg injury. All was left was a life boat, which Colton
and the surviving crew took and drifted along in the ocean in a
goalless manner. Could they get rescued at the end? Would
Colton’s real identity be found out?

